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Best Tools Company has been active in the Romanian market for over 15 years, as an importer and distributor 

of professional equipment and machinery. During this time, the company has matured, without losing its 

enthusiasm, gaining important experience in the fields of sales and after-sales services.

The activity of the company started with two distribution divisions: the one of cleaning equipment and 

the division of construction machinery. In time, the company has developed by establishing two more 

departments: one that deals with the sale and rental of generating sets and another that imports, assembles 

and distributes sanitation equipment and special waste management machinery. Over the last years the 

emphasis was placed on innovation and the implementation of own projects, mainly in the field of waste 

management, thus laying the foundations of the entry of Best Tools Company among the manufacturers of 

equipment and solutions for the "smart" urban areas. During this time, the Service department evolved and 

complied with the standards imposed by the world-renowned manufacturers that Best Tools represents in 

Romania.

At this moment, Best Tools is present in Bucharest, Oradea and Cluj-Napoca, with more than 45 employees, 

a number that is constantly increasing.

Best Tools Company has been operating since the beginning based on well-defined principles, where 

quality of both after-sales services and distributed products was placed first. Also, long service life, ease of 

operation and offering the lowest total costs of ownership are representative criteria too.

The distributed products include ultra-modern technologies, resulting from the work of specialized 

departments in design and development. The Best Tools Company partners include world-renowned 

companies, which innovate and set trends, such as: KOHLER SDMO, Bucher Municipal, Geesinknorba, 

Multihog, Swepac, Energreen, Sibilia, RCM and Delfin.

ABOUT US



Best Tools Company is Bucher Municipal’s exclusive dealer in Romania. As a result of the 

collaboration with the renowned Swiss manufacturer, Best Tools distributes road sweepers, snow 

removal machines, as well as multifunctional sanitation equipment. Other well-known producers, 

such as Johnston, Giletta, Assaloni, Beam and Gmeiner, are also part of the Bucher Group.

Bucher Municipal is the world’s largest street sweepers manufacturer. With a complete range of 

vehicles, ranging from compact sweepers to superstructures that can be mounted on almost 

any type of truck chassis, with capacities between 1 and 8 cubic meters, Bucher covers any 

application: indoor and outdoor parking spaces, shopping centers, the perimeters of factories, 

sidewalks, narrow streets, construction sites, but also boulevards, highways and airport runways. 

Regardless of size and type, the street sweepers have an extremely high suction power, are robust 

and efficient and can be used in extreme conditions. The road sweepers can also be equipped, at 

customer’s request, with winter accessories.

BUCHER MUNICIPAL
WORLD LEADER IN SANITATION 

MACHINERY PRODUCTION

Bucher Municipal also includes some of the most renowned manufacturers of snow and ice 

clearing equipment. Thus, Best Tools distributes a full range of snow plows, solid and liquid 

deicing materials spreaders, and snow blowers. Reliability, long service life and the lowest total 

cost of ownership are the main features of these machines.

Electric sanitation machinery
Bucher Group produces fully electric variants of its entire range of sanitation equipment. Thus, 

Best Tools distributes in Romania and neighboring countries compact or chassis-mounted 

sweepers and fully electric salt spreaders. At customers' request, the superstructures can be 

mounted on electric trucks. Being fully electric, the machines are completely emission-free, and 

the noise pollution is much reduced.

SNOW REMOVAL 
EQUIPMENT



Geesinknorba Group is one of the most important companies operating in the waste management 

industry. Geesinknorba produces, delivers and provides, through Best Tools Company, waste 

management solutions with an emphasis on innovation and sustainability over time. Comprising 

three renowned brands, Geesink, Norba and Kiggen, the Dutch manufacturer offers customers 

modern, efficient, easy-to-use compacting trucks, all of this while taking care of the environment.

Today, Geesinknorba focuses on innovation and, using the most efficient methods, creates 

superstructures equipped with the latest technologies. One of the main missions of Geesinknorba 

is to provide an efficient solution for all waste collection needs. Thus, the Dutch manufacturer's 

range of garbage trucks currently has 23 models.

*All categories of Geesinknorba garbage trucks, from compact to large, have a completely 

electric alternative.

Best Tools can provide, at the customer's request, innovative software applications, designed to 

streamline waste collection and management. Thus, the IT solutions allow the local operators 

to apply the payment model according to the quantity and type of waste generated by each 

individual, it offers them information regarding the filling level of the containers and the bins, 

direct billing systems, identification of all the garbage trucks in the field and the creation of 

efficient routes. All with the aim of reducing pollution, making selective collection more efficient 

and, not least, reducing costs.

GEESINKNORBA
150 YEARS OF INNOVATION IN THE 

FIELD OF WASTE MANAGEMENT

The underground platforms represent the project that has put Best Tools Company on the map of 

equipment manufacturers and solutions creators for smart urban areas.

The system is a simple one, but extremely efficient. The platforms are mostly located beneath 

the ground, with only the insertion baskets inscribed with the type of waste collected standing 

above. Inside there are four containers that rise to the surface only when the municipal truck 

comes to collect the waste.

To increase efficiency, the platforms can be equipped with many types of smart systems: access 

by personal card, weighing, alerts when the containers are close to filling, etc. Also, underground 

collection platforms can be integrated into the smart system of the urban area in which they 

are located (IOT). Thus, the sanitation operator can be notified, via a software, when a container 

is close to filling and about the type of fraction collected by it. Moreover, the software creates 

efficient routes for on-site garbage trucks.

The underground platforms are the perfect alternative to the current waste containers, offering 

many benefits: the system integrates perfectly into any environment, eliminates unpleasant 

odours, occupies a small space, removes the problem of insects and rodents, substantially 

reduces the risk of vandalism, etc.

Thus, underground waste collection platforms facilitate selective collection, helps reduce the 

costs of all parties involved, and substantially reduce pollution.

UNDERGROUND PLATFORMS 
FOR SELECTIVE WASTE 

COLLECTION



Best Tools Company, in addition to producing and installing underground platforms and 

distributing Geesinknorba superstructures and compactors, offers complete professional 

solutions in the field of waste management, covering all stages of the waste circuit.

Thus, we design and execute:

• Waste transfer stations

• Sorting stations

• Mechanical-biological treatment plants

• Customized systems

Best Tools Company is a true project integrator in the field of waste management, offering 

complete professional solutions. From the design of different types of stations based on European 

standards, to the delivery of equipment, their installation and landscaping, Best Tools manages 

the entire project. The systems offered are completely customizable so that they fit perfectly to 

the client's requirements.

WASTE 
MANAGEMENT

COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS

Energreen is a prestigious Italian manufacturer of special multifunctional equipment. The main 

applications in which Energreen equipment can be used are: road and sidewalk maintenance, 

forestry, forest green space recovery, green space maintenance, agriculture, construction, river 

basin maintenance, national electricity or gas networks, railways, activities specific to different 

industries, winter road service and, in general, in applications involving actions in hard to reach 

places. The machines are divided into two ranges:

Energreen's Robo range consists of three remote-controlled multifunctional machines: 

RoboMINI, RoboGREEN Evo and RoboMAX. The difference between them is closely related to size, 

power (23 hp, 40 hp and 75 hp) and the number and types of accessories that each machine can 

be equipped with. They can be equipped with a wide range of professional accessories designed 

and produced by the same manufacturer. They are easy to install and guarantee the efficiency of 

Robo equipment. Safety is one of the strengths of Robo machines: they do not directly expose the 

operator to the risks induced by work activities, such as noise, vibration, exhaust gases, the risk 

of overturning, etc. The operator can maneuver the machine from 150 m, while Robo machines 

perform work on rough terrain with an inclination of up to 55° in complete safety.

The ILF range consists of 4 machines different in size and power: ILF Kommunal, ILF S1500 

(Alfa), ILF B1200 (Athena), ILF B2000. The machines are multifunctional and can be equipped, 

among others, with resistant telescopic arms, with working distances up to 17 meters, on which 

professional accessories can be mounted. Their cabin offer 360° visibility to the operators, for 

increased comfort and total control over the equipment, and the rotation of the turrets supports 

these features even more.

ENERGREEN
PROFESSIONAL MACHINES



Being the official partner of the Irish manufacturer Multihog, Best Tools distributes in Romania 

multifunctional machines that can be used, depending on the mounted accessory, in over 40 

types of applications. The multipurpose tractors can be used in any season, on any type of terrain, 

they are reliable, versatile and offer excellent maneuverability.

Even though it has a short history, Multihog has been very well received on the Western market. 

One of its great advantages is represented by the varied range of multifunctional tractors 

available, consisting of machines with powers between 55 and 120 horsepower, of different 

sizes and masses. The Irish manufacturer stands out through its safe, comfortable, efficient and 

versatile machines, produced according to the highest standards.

Multihog can be transformed into over 40 different machines, used in as many purposes: snow 

removal machines, lawn mowing and watering machines, road sweepers, airport runways 

maintenance machines, etc.

In 2019, Multihog launched the first dedicated sweeper (1.5 cubic meters). The compact sweeper 

keeps the Multihog DNA, being easy to handle and robust. The sweeper stands out due to its 

massive suction power, and through the fact that it is very useful in narrow access areas.

MULTIHOG
ONE MACHINE, ONE OPERATOR, 

ENDLESS APPLICATIONS
Best Tools Company can equip the Unimog chassis with a multitude of accessories. It can be 

transformed, for example, into a snow removal machine, by equipping it with a spreader 

superstructure and a snow plow, but also in other equipment for municipal and street 

maintenance. Its multifunctionality is recognized in the field. The reliability, quality, high power 

and the multitude of applications in which it can be used make Unimog a highly sought-after 

multifunctional machine.

UNIMOG

The urban urban cleaning machines TSM Itala and TSM Aria are suitable for cleaning all spaces 

both during day and night. They are equipped with electric motors and, as a result, they are very 

quiet and do not pollute. Due to their small size, the sweepers, equipped with powerful vacuums, 

are perfect for the cleaning of parking lots, yards, sidewalks, industrial areas and, in general, hard 

to reach places. In addition, Best Tools also distributes the TSM Cubo electric collector, which is 

extremely useful for indoor and outdoor cleaning activities.

TSM



Best Tools is KOHLER SDMO’s exclusive dealer in Romania and neighboring countries. With many 

decades of experience, KOHLER SDMO is today one of the world’s most powerful players in the 

power generator manufacturing market.

*In 1920, KOHLER produced the first modern power generator.

The KOHLER-SDMO distribution network brings together representatives in over 180 countries, 

8 subsidiaries, 5 offices and 4 storage platforms. Thus, the American-French manufacturer is 

steadily consolidating its position on the market, building on the solid structure created over time, 

producing quality and high performance electric generators, innovating and setting trends in this 

field.

Best Tools Company distributes and installs KOHLER SDMO generators with power ranging from 1 

kVA to 4500 kVA, focusing on complete after-sales services. KOHLER SDMO also includes a special 

department for personalized design of power plants and customized solutions. The technological 

experience, in combination with the high-tech manufacturing procedures, give the company the 

ability to produce high-performance equipment that can be used in a multitude of sectors and 

applications.

KOHLER SDMO innovates in the field of activity and constantly creates equipments and solutions 

aligned to the world’s highest standards of emissions, soundproofing and fuel consumption:

• Power stations - KOHLER SDMO is one of the largest suppliers of power plants in the world, with 

delivered units that have an installed power exceeding 250 MW.

• Light towers - Representing mobile solutions that are adaptable to any application, they 

function as both light and electricity sources.

• Welding generators - Available in petrol and diesel variants, are intended for construction 

applications, being perfect for difficult working conditions.

• Rental power generators - Range specifically designed by KOHLER SDMO for the rental 

applications. The generators are equipped with synchronization panels that can be used easily 

by any operator.

• Mobile Solutions - Best Tools provides mobile generating sets: from KOHLER SDMO gensets 

mounted on the trailer, to container generators mounted on truck chassis.

• Synchronized generating sets - The automation panels provided by KOHLER SDMO can 

perform synchronization with both the electrical grid and between a several number of power 

generators.

GENERATING 
SETS



Best Tools Company’s generating sets rental fleet is the newest in the Romanian market. The fleet 

comprises over 80 generating sets with powers ranging from 10 kVA to 1250 kVA. The generators 

are intended for 24/7 and stand-by use, in all types of applications:

• Cultural events - festivals, concerts, fairs, meetings.

• Construction – power for equipment, site lighting, welding equipment, back-up.

• Military field – power for equipment, lighting, military missions, planned military exercises.

• Industrial sector – production plants, power plants, factories, logistical warehouses.

• Critical applications – hospitals, data center, emergency situations, hypermarket chains.

Best Tools’ entire fleet of generators is KOHLER-SDMO, which guarantees the quality and reliability 

of the equipment. All generators available for rent are in line with the highest worldwide standards 

for soundproofing, fuel consumption and emissions.

GENERATING SETS
RENTAL DIVISION

Best Tools Company's experience in renting electric generators is large. In recent years, the 

generating sets from our own fleet have been rented in thousands of very diverse projects.

The generating sets offered for rent are regularly reviewed before being shipped from the Best 

Tools headquarters to the customer. Testing the gensets using the load bank is the most effective 

way to check the actual performance that the generators can achieve or if there is a system failure.

24/7 Support
We focus on the customer service for the entire rental period. As a result, we offer complete 

professional solutions, in addition to the rental itself: pre-consulting for simple and special 

projects, transport, adjacent equipment (cables, external fuel tanks, distribution panels, UPS, 

etc.), and permanent technical support at the final location, anywhere in the country and in 

the Eastern European countries. Best Tools has a fleet of 17 mobile service laboratories, ready 

to intervene at any time. Best Tools technicians are trained directly by Kohler-SDMO, regularly 

participating in workshops and trainings throughout Europe. 

The Best Tools rental service is available throughout Romania and in Eastern European 

countries.

EXPERIENCE & 
MAINTENANCE



Best Tools Company, in collaboration with KOHLER-SDMO, can offer complete professional 

solutions for any need related to power generation. Regardless of the magnitude of the project, 

the company's representatives provide advice both on the choice and sizing of equipment, as well 

as on the special conditions of financing, transport, commissioning, etc. The experience of Best 

Tools specialists in the field and the close collaboration with the personalized design department 

within KOHLER-SDMO, recommend us as a reliable partner even in the most difficult projects.

Data Center
The company's experience in building data centers is constantly expanding. Creating a Data 

Center is a complex process, but if it is based on a well-trained team that has all the latest 

technologies needed to successfully complete such a project, the result cannot be other than 

what the customer expects. In addition, close collaboration with prestigious companies with 

extensive experience in building data centers is an important advantage. Best Tools Company is 

the exclusive dealer of Kohler-SDMO, one of the most important players in the data center market. 

At the same time, the close collaboration with Riello, a prestigious Italian UPS manufacturer, a 

company with a history of over 90 years, is an additional reason for trust.

Best Tools Company distributes in Romania the complete range of Riello UPSs. Riello Elettronica, part 

of the Riello Industries group, is an Italian model for a global company. The Riello UPS brand is a world 

leader in the uninterruptible power sources market, innovating annually and setting new quality 

standards. 

The Italian manufacturer offers a wide range of equipment, organized in 22 classes of uninterruptible 

power sources (UPS), all of them based on top technological architectures. Riello has two excellent 

research centers in Verona and Milan, as well as world-class factories where it designs, develops and 

tests uninterruptible power sources. Thus, Riello can modernize its own product portfolio, keeping it 

at the top in terms of performance, reliability and competitiveness.

Riello UPS designs and manufactures uninterruptible power sources in Italy. In this way, the 

manufacturer can maintain direct control over quality and reliability standards, following the entire 

manufacturing, sales and after-sales process, all in order to streamline the equipment produced. In 

the process of improvement, Riello always takes into account the feedback received from customers.

RIELLO GROUP
UNINTERRUPTIBLE POWER 

SOURCES

GENERATING SETS
SPECIAL PROJECTS



Many of the cleaning equipment can be adapted and transformed into machines for disinfecting 

indoor and outdoor spaces, by simply filling them with the right substances. At the same time, in 

the Best Tools Company range there are also dedicated equipment for disinfection, disinsection 

and pressure washing.

Nebulizers and atomizers are designed for the increasingly frequent activities of disinfection, 

disinsection and dust reduction in outdoor spaces, thus being indispensable to crowded cities 

and industrialized localities.

The pressure washing systems in the Best Tools portfolio are divided into three broad categories. 

The portable ones, designed like backpacks, are perfect for pressure washing and disinfection 

of indoor and outdoor narrow spaces. Towable systems, designed as small trailers, are easy to 

transport and are used to pressure wash surfaces using hot water and steam. The third category 

is represented by the pressure washing systems that can be mounted in the vans, being thus 

efficient in actions that involve frequent movements from one working point to another.

DISINFECTION, DISINSECTION 

AND HIGH PRESSURE WASHING 

EQUIPMENT
Best Tools Company represents in Romania and in the neighboring countries many international 

cleaning equipment manufacturers, mostly Italian. As in the other departments, the suppliers 

were selected based on the company's principles, meaning that they are renowned brands for 

the high-quality cleaning equipment produced. Thus, Best Tools distributes:

• RCM floor sweepers and scrubbers, with or without a man on board. These are ideal solutions 

in several industrial and indoor and outdoor applications: mall, factories, hospitals, warehouses, 

parks, parking spaces, etc.

• Mastervac industrial vacuum cleaners. Due to the wide range of products, the vacuum cleaners 

can satisfy any vacuuming needs in the industrial environment.

• Sibilia Vacuum cleaners for heavy applications. Powerful Sibilia vacuum cleaners are perfect in 

the following industries: metal processing, cement manufacturing, energy industry, packaging, 

glass, food, chemical, mining, textile, etc.

Best Tools Company distributes, in addition to the equipment presented above, professional 

vacuum cleaners, professional carpet washer machines and industrial high-pressure washing 

equipment. Some of the suppliers are ELSEA, SANTOEMMA, COMET, PTC.

CLEANING EQUIPMENT
A COMPLETE RANGE OF CLEANING 
MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT FOR 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS



CONSTRUCTION 

EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY

The department dealing with the distribution of construction machinery has been present at Best Tools 

Company since its inception, for over 15 years. The experience in the field is an indisputable fact, and the 

represented suppliers do not need introduction:

PROBST
For more than 50 years, PROBST has been a highly innovative company in the field of development and 

production of paving and handling machines. The German company stands out through the special attention 

it pays to every detail that underlies the quality of the equipment produced.

CONTEC
For almost two decades, the use of sandblasting, polishing, milling or polishing equipment manufactured 

in Germany by Contec has meant time and resources saving in complex operations for many companies. 

The milling, sandblasting or polishing equipment are used for the repair and maintenance of the concrete 

areas, the restoration of the floors made of various materials and the removal of the protection layer, road 

rehabilitation activities and many other operations.

SWEPAC
The Swedish manufacturer SWEPAC offers a complete range of small machining equipment: simple and 

reversible compaction plates, compactors, rollers, etc.

NORTON CLIPPER
Norton Clipper specializes in the production of concrete, asphalt and other hard materials cutting machines 

using diamond technology. Best Tools distributes in Romania the complete range of cutting equipment 

produced by the company with over 80 years of experience.

With a rich history spanning nearly a century and a continuous desire to innovate, Miller has become the 

world's leading manufacturer of welding devices. Best Tools Company distributes in Romania Miller’s full 

range of equipment manufactured in Wisconsin, USA:

• MIG-MAG sources with advanced arc processes up to 800A

• TIG sources between 160A and 800A AC / DC

• Welding sources under flow layer and complete automation

• Induction heat treatment equipment

Miller equipment is suitable for any type of welding application. Thus, using these welding machines works 

can be performed in fields such as petrochemical, naval, installations, pipe manufacturing, mining, in repairs, 

food industry, aerospace industry, precision manufacturing, etc.

MILLER ELECTRIC
WORLD LEADER IN WELDING 

EQUIPMENT PRODUCTION



Technical support
Consulting, guaranteed warranty, full 

documentation, online and phone 

support.

Maintenance contracts
Best Tools provides comprehensive 

maintenance contracts for all 

distributed equipment. Contracts 

include regular inspections and 

interventions in case of breakdowns.

Training
At each delivery, during commissioning, 

Best Tools technicians provide free 

training with operator personnel. Also, 

training and specialization sessions 

are held. In addition, annually, training 

sessions are organized for partners and 

customers, for all ranges of imported, 

produced and distributed machinery.

Spare parts
We have permanently available in stock 

a wide range of original spare parts, as 

well as consumables, maintenance kits 

etc.

The specialized programs provided 

by the manufacturers preventively 

provide us with the necessary 

information regarding the necessary 

spare parts. Thus, delays are eliminated 

from the discussion.

National coverage
The interventions can be performed both 

in the central service laboratory, located 

at the headquarters in Bucharest, as well 

as anywhere in the country and in the 

neighboring countries. The mobile service 

laboratories, 17 in number, are always ready 

to intervene throughout the country. Also, 

the dealer network is constantly expanding, 

developing at national level.

Operational support
Best Tools Company provides consultancy 

for projects regarding both the choice and 

sizing of the equipment, as well as the 

special financing, transport, installation and 

commissioning conditions.

The experience of Best Tools in after-sales services is vast. It was built through the diversity of 

installations and interventions carried out by the Service department. Thus, we offer high quality 

services, both at the headquarters in Bucharest and through the mobile laboratories, 17 in 

number, but also through the colleagues in the territory. The Service Department is equipped to 

be able to provide any kind of intervention for all the equipment distributed.

Best Tools Company technicians are prepared to face all the challenges, regardless of the 

equipment that needs intervention. The personnel within the service department are trained 

directly by the Best Tools suppliers, regularly participating in trainings organized by manufacturers 

throughout Europe.

Aligning the Service department to the standards imposed by the premium manufacturers 

that Best Tools represents in Romania has been a proper task. Now, the department operates in 

accordance with the strict requirements of the suppliers.

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
COMPLETE AFTER-SALE SERVICES

SERVICES OFFERED



B.T. BEST TOOLS COMPANY SRL

Strada Comerțului Nr. 9

Autostrada Bucuresti-Pitesti Km 11,5, 

Domnesti – Ilfov – Romania – 077090

Tel.: (40-21) 318.36.87

Fax: (40-21) 318.36.89

vanzari@best-tools.ro

Follow us on:

www.best-tools.ro

Q U A L I T Y

PA S S I O N P R E C I S I O N

UTILAJE

CONSTRUCȚII
UTILAJE SALUBRIZARE &

MANAGEMENTUL DEȘEURILOR
GRUPURI

ELECTROGENE

ECHIPAMENTE CURĂȚENIE &
ASPIRATOARE INDUSTRIALE

GENERATING SETS SANITATION AND WASTE 

MANAGEMENT EQUIPMENT        

CLEANING EQUIPMENT & 

INDUSTRIAL VACUUM CLEANERS

CONSTRUCTION 

EQUIPMENT


